Enterprise File Sync and Share from SSP Europe in a new version

Secure Data Space with JSON REST Api
The Munich-based manufacturer of cloud and security services SSP Europe is launching the
new version of its enterprise file sync and share solution, Secure Data Space. The scalable
service allows corporate branding and supports mobile devices (iOS, Android, WinPhone).
According to SSP Europe, more than 250,000 business users already rely on the Secure Data
Space, including resellers / OEM partners such as Deutsche Telekom (Secure Data Drive) or
Bechtle AG (Bechtle Secure Cloudshare).
The SDS can be integrated into IT applications such as CRM, ERP, document management,
archives, workflow, ticket systems, etc. using the AD link and the JSON.REST API, including all
130 backend functions. At the same time, the Secure Data Space fulfills the highest security
standards (end-to-end encryption for clients, transmission and servers, data centers in
Germany) thanks to zero-knowledge technology and central user and rights management.
The Secure Data Space can be obtained as a cloud service, which is available in two versions.
In contrast to the online version, the dedicated variant offers its own URL as well as
branding-capable design. For the latter, the provider cites a one-off investment of around
1,000 euros. For both versions, the billing is per user and GByte, with costs between two and
three euro per month.
Also suitable for the private cloud and resellers
Particularly interesting for system houses is that the solution can also be installed and
operated locally on Windows and Linux servers as a private cloud, i.e. each company can
implement its own data exchange portal with its own URL and individual design with the
help of its system house partners.
Licensing takes place via SDS server basic license including 10 users at the price of
approximately 1.800 euros, other users are a onetime purchase between 50 and 80 euros. In
addition, SSP Europe's system house partners receive further discounts via partner models.
The original article can be found at http://www.storage-insider.de/secure-data-space-mitjson-rest-api-a-491119/

